GACD Implementation Science e-Hub updates (December 2021, No. 3)
The 4th GACD Implementation Science School has just been successfully delivered virtually a week
ago
We have just completed our 4th GACD Implementation Science School (ISS4) on 10th December 2021,
virtually. The early evaluation results indicate that this was a wonderful experience for the participants,
the facilitators and the faculty members. If you would like to know more about the ISS, please visit our
e-Hub for useful resources and the key lectures. You will also be able to see highlights of the ISS4 and
the group presentation videos on the e-Hub very soon.
Call for new case studies- could your project be one?
We are keen to collect new case studies around the world to showcase excellence in Implementation
Research. We will be launching this new feature on our e-Hub by mid-January, however, in the
meantime, if you would be interested in your project being highlighted future as a future case study,
please let Dr Tina Cao know by sending an email to: tina.cao@unimelb.edu.au
Recent Stats report
We are continuously monitoring the traffic on our e-Hub and making further improvements. We will
share with you the latest stats report early in 2022.
New Implementation Science textbook in Portuguese
Check out the new implementation Science introduction book in Portuguese which was led by our ISS
facilitator, Aiello Rafael, from Brazil. You can also find an Abstract in English here.
GACD e-Hub Chinese landing page
So that all of our research colleagues in China are also able to access our e-Hub resources, we have
developed special pages where we have uploaded the lectures onto the page and with brief
explanations in Mandarin Chinese.
Messages from Professor Brian Oldenburg
On behalf of our global team and e-Hub Advisory Board, I want to thank everybody for their incredible
support during 2021. While the last 2 years have been particularly challenging for our global
implementation science community, GACD has gone from strength to strength and we are also very
proud of what we have achieved with the e-Hub and our virtual annual training school. I wish all of you
and your families and friends enjoyable and safe times over the coming weeks as we end this year and
begin the New Year of 2022. Hopefully, the coming year will be brighter and even more exciting with
what we are able to achieve by working together with our global partners and community.

